
ROADWAY STRUCTURE PLAN PREPARATION REQUIREMENTS 

This criteria applies to non-bridge structure items included within the set of roadway plans.  
Number the roadway structure sheets with an “S” prefix.  Where custom designs are required, 
the sheets shall be sealed by a professional engineer registered in South Carolina.  The 
requirements below are supplemental to SCDOT Roadway Design Manual section 22.2.16. 

In preliminary roadway plans, show approximate location of anticipated roadway structures as 
they relate to clear zone requirements.  Roadway structure sheets are not required in 
preliminary plans. 

In right-of-way plans, provide sufficient detailing to convey structure type and establish 
construction limits around roadway structures.  Provide alignments for noise barrier walls and 
retaining walls.  Provide the outer concrete outline for walls, barriers, and drainage structures, 
including wingwalls and apron for culverts.  Roadway structure sheets are not required in right-
of-way plans. 

Shop Drawings may be used to supplement the design and details of roadway structures.  
However, the design review plans shall contain adequate information to clearly indicate the 
overall structure type, size, and location, including aesthetic features. 

The remaining requirements below apply to roadway structure plans in the final roadway plan 
set. 

 RETAINING WALLS 

Where retaining walls are used as bridge abutment walls, include the wall plans in the bridge 
plans.  For bridge walls that turn back parallel to the roadway and continue as roadway walls, 
a matchline may be provided and the roadway portion of wall may be included in the roadway 
plans with the bridge portion provided in the bridge plans.     

Include the following information in the wall construction plans: 

 Design Information 

Indicate the design parameters. 

 Plan View 

Provide a plan view that includes the following information and details: 

 proposed wall location, 
 centerline of roadway, 
 stationing, 
 stations and offsets at beginning of wall, end of wall, and changes in tangent or 

curving alignments 
 length of wall, 
 guardrail attachment (if required), 



 drainage basins/flumes, 
 construction staging (if required), 
 north arrow, 
 existing structures, features, and utilities in vicinity of the wall if they impact 

construction, 
 temporary shoring (if required), and 
 boring locations. 

 Elevation View 

Provide an elevation view that shows the top of the wall elevations, footing elevations 
(when applicable), the existing ground line, and the final ground line along the face of 
wall or layout line.  Also show any drainage features located within wall limits. 

 Details 

Include details of each wall component and requirements of the architectural or finish 
treatment. 

 Typical Sections 

Provide section views of the wall. 

 Reinforcing Steel Schedule and Quantities 

If the construction of the wall includes reinforcing steel, include a reinforcing steel 
schedule that lists the reinforcing steel required for the wall.  In this schedule, include the 
mark, number of bars required, and dimensions for each reinforcing bar.  Also, provide 
a table of estimated quantities for each wall.  For walls requiring stage construction, break 
the reinforcing steel schedule and quantities down by stage. 

 Special Details 

Include details for construction of walls around buried foundations, drainage facilities, 
pipe penetrations, and utilities.  

 Boring Logs 

Include copies of the boring logs. 

 


